for K and using a multistage structure, we can design an MP synthesis filter of very high order. Not only lowpass, but also highpass and bandpass filers [4] can be considered.
Indexing terms: Image processing, Wavelet transforms
The authors propose a new indexing technique, for image retrieval, which calculates the histogram of the directional detail content in a given image. A multiresolution analysis is applied to extract directional information which is then mapped into threedimensional vectors and presented as a histogram. This allows the use of histogram query techniques to be readily applied for retrieval.
Introduction:
In this Letter, we present a technique for image retrieval [l] , which indexes the directional detail and smoothness present in an image. By directional detail we imply strong horizontal, vertical and diagonal edges and directional elements present in areas of fine detail and texture. By smoothness, we refer to the smooth or low frequency areas of the image which do not contain prominent edges or texture activity. We map the directional information into three-dimensional vectors, which are then used to build N-dimensional directional detail histograms, which can be used as database indices. They can be compared using the histogram intersection technique [2] to find images with similar directional characteristics or to find images with specified directional information.
Directional detail histogram:
To obtain directional information in each image, we perform a three-level multiresolution decomposition by recursively implementing a separable two-dimentional Haar wavelet decomposition.
The justification for using multiresolution decomposition lies in the fact that the resulting subbands contain vertical, diagonal and horizontal edge information at the different levels of detail. Thus, the wavelet coefficients, their energy in particular, provide a measure of directional activity at each decomposition level.
Thus, we calculate the energy of the wavelet coefficients w, in a 3x3 window in each subband, and rescale to get energy values in the range [0, 2551. Next, we form three-dimensional vectors whose components are the coefficient energy values at the same locale in each of the horizontal, vertical and diagonal subbands: where the position in each subband (See Fig. 1 ).
vzi = ( E~(~,~) ,~~(~,~) , E~(~,~) )
(1) is the new 3D vector, E is the energy and (i,]] represents
Fig. 1 Mapping directional detail into three-dimensional vector
Thus, each vector v, contains the vertical, horizontal and diagonal energy of the wavelet coefficients at the given location.
Pig. 2 Querv vesult when top image was input into system
Once the vectors v, have been calculated for all detail levels, the directional detail histogram is calculated by counting the number of occurrences of all possible v,. Paralleling colour histogram calculation, this step can be very computationally intensive, since there are 16777216 possible v, values, or histogram bins. To overcome this, we chose to quantise V, to step sizes of (7, 7 , 7) resulting in a histogram with 512 bins. The quantisation seems like a loss of valid information, however we must realise that the energy in the subbands is relatively low for non-detail areas and we must also remember that our ultimate goal is image retrieval, where a close match is what is desired and not an exact match.
Results:
The directional detail histogram technique was tested on an image database of 800 images of 512x512 resolution. The system will accept queries for images with strong vertical details or a combination of vertical and horizontal details or for a certain percentage of smooth areas and a certain percentage of directional detail. In addition, the system is capable of accepting an image as input and finding the best match images from within the database. Fig. 2 depicts the query result when the top image was fed into the system. The bottom four images are the four best matches resulting from the histogram intersection measure, namely: The query result is very good. We can clearly see that all four images contain the same directional details even though the bottom right is of different content. It nonetheless contains similar query result after the user has requested to find the images in the database with the greatest amount of horizontal details; again the result is very good. All the query results contain a large amount of horizontal activity, including the results that contain random edge activity, since the histogram observes global, not local, activity. To suppress results that have high randomness, the query would have to consider only histograms that have high horizontal content and minimal content in the other bins, since randomness would result in a more unlformly distributed histogram.
global directional details as the query image. In Fig. 3 , we see the
Conclusion:
In this Letter, we have proposed a new technique for indexing and querying an image database based on the directional detail histogram. Our results clearly show the validity of our method and that in conjunction with other techniques for indexing, such as colour, can provide a powerful framework for image indexing and retrieval.
